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In the webinar “Personal Branding”, Melissa Chito (2021) discusses important 

components on creating and maintaining a personal brand. She spoke about the key 

elements and explained each of its significance that are beneficial by using her 

experience on running a business as an example. Sweet P Marketing & Design Inc. is 

her business and as an example, she explained how these elements will differentiate your 

business within the desired industry, how to effectively and confidently present and deliver 

your content and capture your audiences’ attention within seconds. The webinar was 

insightful and straightforward as a lot of information, including online tools that are used 

by professional marketers were shared. 

 

Chito (2021) explains that there are several elements that need to be kept in mind 

when personal branding, and these key components are name, logo, tagline, typography, 

colours, voice and tone, your story, brand identity, and credibility and authenticity. She 

emphasizes their individual importance by first, being distinguishable and memorable, 

forming a consistent familiarity to the brand, and evokes emotion and creates a distinct 

look and feel for your brand. She also states that your brand must tell your story and 

create person to person connections with your customers, as well as it must shine and 

show off your personality and style. Chito also elaborates how these visible elements are 

key components that would help your audience identify and recognize your brand with 

brand identity. She explains that by sharing your expertise, delivering value, engaging in 

multiple platforms to share your value and expertise, being visible, and constantly 

genuinely helping and serving your audience will build credibility and authenticity of your 

brand. 
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Overall, this webinar is about instantly capturing your audiences’ attention by 

creating and maintaining a consistent personal brand by applying each of the key 

elements using every available resource. Nowadays, knowing how to create a personal 

brand is important because such skills are essentials to business as the expansion of the 

consumers are growing and will boost the economy. Technology has made a great impact 

on modern advancement, providing effective and efficient ways to connect with people 

globally. Therefore, personal branding is important to businesses as it is identifiable, 

provides leverage on your network, and attracts audiences and opportunities for the 

business to grow. 
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